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vichMlilatien;:an&carefai'evaluation otpiipil;',.prOgie'ssi.-; On the
other,hand, 'snipe characteristics Often thOught-of ItsIMPortant
to *ichool,iinProrieriient, mere ,itoi essential to ;the suCcess of the
foUr schools: small class :. size, lichievienient',grouping; high
quality of teaching,'School,Periennelrof the same ethninhack-
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INTRODUCTION

For some time" before I began this project I had been intrigued
by three facts. First, reading achievement in the early grades in
almost all inner-city schools is both relatively and absolutely low.1
Second, most-laymen and most school people believe that such low
achievement 1.5 all that can be expected. Third,. I had seen for myself
one inner-city school and had heard reports of several others in which

reading achieve-ment was not relatively low, in which it was, indeed,
about the national average or better.

Tly: first fact can be easily documented. Now that reading achieve-
ment scores by school are released to the public by many large-city
school systems, the public itself can see the high correlation between
these achievement scores and the average income level of the neighbor-

hoods in whic`h the elementary schools are located. The school offiz
cials of any large school systcm can easily make such an analysis for
themselves. If they'take the five (or ten) schools in the lligheqt

areas of their district, a Anilar number of (chools in an average-
income area, and a similar number of schools in the lowest-income
area, they will almost ceriainly find that the reading achievement
scores will generally distribute themselves accordingly: high -fodihe
high-income areas, more or less aye:age for the average-income areas,
low for the low-income areas.--And the school officials, better than
the public, will know (or should now) just how low the reading
achievement is, absolutely, in the lowest-income schools. Several

studies have done this correlation between reading achievement and
income on an extensive basis. Possibly the best known are those by
Patricia Cayo Sexton for all the elementary schools of a large Mid-
western city2 .and by James S. Coleman and others for the nation
as a whole.8

By "relatively low" I mean relative to schools in other areas. By "absolutely
low" I mean low in terms, of the requirements of the middle grades. Many of the
inner-city children who fail to learn to read in the prixnari grades never learn to
read well. They leave school years later as functional illiterates. Moreover, dur-
ing their remaining years in school they are constantly frustrated and handi-
capped by their reading deficiency.

9 See Education and Income, Viking,.196L. pp. 25-38.

3 See Equality of Educational Opportunity, U.S. Office of Education, 1966, esp.
pp. 21 and 296-
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In view of the general situatimr and the existence of studies such
as those cited above, the second fact is understandable. Laymen and

school people alike are not surprised to learn that reading achievement
the inner-city schools is very poor. What varies is their explanation

fo: this phenomenon. Mrs. Sexton, mbre than ten years ago, explained
it by saying (and offering evidence) that inner-city schools received
less money. ,Such an explanation would hardly do today, -since for
several years noW the (Federal) Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, charitable foundations, and local school systems themselves, haxe
frequently provided more resources for inner-city schools than were
available for schools. in higher-income areas. The Coleman Report
,-xplained it in terms of the family background of the pupils. Arthur
.R.--Jensen explained it_primarily in terms of differences in intelligence.4_ _
Some educators, explain it by saying that we do not yet know hoW
to teach reading to disadvantaged children.

None of the above explanations satisfied- rile. Even though the
family background these children is generally poor, it is no poorer
than that of 'millions of children who had learned to read in the
United States in the past. Even thongh in my opinion the intelligence
of poor children is somewhat lower, on the average, high intelligence
is not necessary to learn the relatively simple skill of beginning
reading. Perhaps the best evidence of this is the fact that several
foreign 'countries are considerably more successful in teaching begin-
ning reading to the whole population than we are. Most of all, the
third fact (the apparent existence of successful schools) suggested to

me that beginning reading achieve nent in inner-city schools does not
have 'to be as low as it usually is.

Accordingly, I developed a hypothesis: that several inner-city
public schools exist in the United Statel where reading achievement in
the early grades is far higher than in most inner-city schools, specif-
ically, is at the national average or higher. A study to investigate
this hypothesis would have two purposes. 'If the hypothesis proved
correct, the studY would show that inner-city children can be taught
reading well, and it might discover some common factors in the
sucC-tisscif the good programs. In the spring of 1970, the Board of
Directors of the Council for Basic EducatiOn approved my under-
taking the project, and a grant was later obtained from the Victoria
Foundation to cover some of the' expenses.

4 See Arthur R. Jensen, "How
merit?" in Harvard Educational R

h Can We Boost IQ and Scholastic Achieve-
, Winter 1%9.
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During the school year 1970-71 I conducted the study and found"
the four successful schools that serve as the basis of this report. Two
of them are in New York, one in Kansas City, and one in Los Angeles.
The remainder of this paper describes the project as a whole, describes

in some detktil the four siiccessful schools, and draws some conclu-
sions. Appendix 1 deals with the test that was iised to determine
reading ability. Appendix 2 contains a_ comment on beginning reading

achievement and income.



THE PROJECT

.

1itions
,

The school as the unit of stTiTy was not selected by accident. a

could have studied a smaller unit, the teacher and her individual class,
or a larger unit, the school system. I rejected th e. single class because
almost all teachers have their pupils only one schopl year, .and one
school year is often insufficient, -eyen for an outstading v.:acher, to
teach beginning reading skills to disadvantaged yoting children.

4Moreover, even ff I had documented.successes on the individual class
basis; they-could_haveAteen attributed to the outstanding -quality of

the individu41 teachers involved.,. There is a limitea number". of --orit;
standing individual teachers at every level of the nation's public
schools, and those teachers accomplish far more, by any one of several
measures, than average teachers. To have docura-6nted such suecesses
in reading instruction would have shown that disadvantaged children
can be taught beginning readingwell, but it would have reduced the
chances of discovering success factors other than teacher quality.

On the other hand, I rejected the school system as a unit of study
because, when the psoect was conceived, I did not believe that any
big-city public school system in the country was succeeding in begin-
ning reading instruction in all, or even most, of its inner-city schools;
(During the course of the project, I faUnd one system that did seem
to be successful,-but more about that later.)

Having defined the unit to be studied, _I had to work out definitions
for "inner-city" and "successful reading achievement."

Definition.of an inner-city school may seem an easy matter, but it
did present some difficulties. I. began by using the term "ghetto,5'
with the thought that these days it conveys a rather unainbignous
meaning: a fairly homogeneous area in a large city inhabited by very
low-income persons belonging to a group that is "trapped" in -the
atea not only because of its poverty but because of its ethnic or
national origin. The major such groups in the United States today
are the blacks, the Puerto Ricans, and the Mexican-Americans. I
later decided to discard "ghetto" fur several reasons. First, many
people dislike it, and some school people working in these areas do
not like to have the term attached to their schools. Secondly,* the

7 4
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' term "ghetto" is often associated with Negro areas Only; Spanish-
.

speaking groups .prefer laarrlo," and other poor groups do not like
either term. Lastly, not all ghetto areas are populated by, very poor

people. In fact, in many large'cities there are ghetto areas that tire''
'iniddle-class or at leasf;hot verY poor. I was interested in schools
attended by very poor children of whatewer origin because such
schools, irrraddition to haling 'very low reading achievernent, are.,

generally associated with low expectationn on the part rof the pane -'

and schoOl personnel. As it turned out, all of ,the inner:city schools,.).

I :visited ivere attended largely 'by blacks, Pueflo Ricans, .or
Mexican-Anaericans. This wks due partly tothe f t' that a dispro-
portionate nuMber of our very poor people, particn. ,rly in our large
cities, are meMbers Of these groups. It , yrs due partly to happen-

-,
stance; I was not Successful in efforts to visit schools attenclAb)Virery

''' 1,5 -

poor children who do not belong to any of,,,thesel group,s:%
_/ '

.

My. final definition of an inner-city school -wasi-a -nonselecti.,
. r v--.;--

public school in the central part of a large city that is attendcd6 oy,' ,

vcr5,,poor children. In determining whether a school met this defini-

tion, I decided that Title I designation was a necessary_but not suffi-

cient criterion; the selectioil .of 'schools ickf, Title I funds varies con-
siderably froM large city to large city. A second criterion was a
high percentage Of children elig'ble ford free lunch under the Federal

program. Another criterion, which applied to New York City alone,

was eligibility, for 'the Special, Service category. In New York City,

about gito of the 600 elementary schools are so eligihle on 'aie basis
of five criteria: pupil turnover, teacher turnover, percentage of pupils

on free lunch; number of children with foreign 'language problems,

and the extent of welfare and vtendance problems.

Successful reading achievement also hul to be defined..Sin most

elementary schools: in very, low-income areas have reading achieve-,

ment medians sastantially below national norms on whatever na:
tionally standardized test is used, I thought it reasonable to require .
that an inner-city, school, to be regarded as successful, would have
to achieve a ,national grade norm score as. a median. But it seethed

desirable to require that a "successful" school meet another test: that
the percentage of gross failures be low. Typically, inner-city schools
not' only have a lo. w achievement median, but the number of gross
reading failureschildren achieving far below national norm levels
is high.

.-

The third grade Seemed to be the best leVel at which to test this

7.
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success. In the first place, what might be called "begirning reading
instructionP normally ends with the third grade. -Although _many
children master, the "mechanics" of reading by the second gsade,,
some in the first, and a few even before coming to school, the :
standard:reading 'cUrriculum in the United States assumes, starting
with the fourth gi..ade, that children have achieved the mechanics,
and branches out into vocabulary extension, granimar, independent
writing, and literature. In the second place, teaing earlier than the
third grade might have biased the outcome in favor of one or another
reading method or approach. Today"there are many different instruc-
tional methods and approaches being used, and they start out in
different ways. But there comes a time, and I wOuld taibmit that,it is
the third grade at the latest, by which the!sehool should have taught the
child the baSic reading skills, whatever- method or approach is used.
Accordingly, reading success was, examined in this project during
the Middle and latter part of the third grade. At that point theschool,
to be "successful, had -Co achieve a natiorial grade-level nOrrh or better
as a median and had to have, an -unusually low percentage of non-
readers. The non-readers, incidentally,.may have been able to read
some individUal.words but were nonetheless, for all practical purposes,
unable to read..

Every effort in this project was made to avoid a bias with respect
to particular instructional approaches, methods, and materials." In
most cases I had no idea; before I Visited the school, of the program
being used. As I think will be evident. to persons familiar with current
reading instruction in the United States, the Council for Basic Educa-
tion was determined 'to let the methodological chips fall where they
may. At many points during the project I made this clear to school
people and others. I developed an absurd illustration' to emphasize
the point: I 'said that if we found an inner-city school that achieved
success in beginning reading by having the children stand on their
heads for a half-hour every morning, I would write up such a school
in the final report.

Getting and Winnowing the Nominations
As soon as the project was approved,,in April of 1970, I began to

gather names of schools that might ultimately qualify as success
stories iu this report. I 'asked specialists in the field Of reading,
publishers, and school officials for nominations. I did some searching,
of the literature. I placed a nOtice in the CBE Bulletin. I. asked the
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superintendents of .fi.ve Big-city systems and c'entral-office adiñinis-

trators of six others 'for nominations. I kept the nomination process
oPen for over a >rear. The search did not have to be a coMplete
one, however. I did not need to find all- of the inner-city schools
that were successful in beginning reading instruction. The purpose
of the search was Simply to firld enough schools so that several reason-
ably ;representative successes could be described and a5alyzed in the
final report. Accordingly, there are undoubtedly a tfinber of suc-
cessful schools beyond the four that are written up in am next section.

All told; about" 95 schools were nominated. Of these, some obviously

were not non-selective public schools in the inner-city sections of large
ciiies. But 69 seemed to be'such schools, apd to each of> these I Wrote-

a letter, addressed to the principal, asking if he belieVert that his school

met bolh criteria (type of schoOl and reading success) and if he
would welcome an independent evaluation of readingachievement and
the readingiprogram. This step of asling the principal for permission
to visit his sChool took a substantial toll of the nominees. Some
principals did not reply at all. 9thers replied that they were not
inner-city schools or that they were not successful in beginning
reading instruction in terms of the criteria to be used. Finally, a
number,of Principals refused tr; have me visit when the .nattire of the
,independent evaluation was spelled out in detail. In.the end., I visited

17 schools in seven large cities. I would have visited a few more
had there been time prior to the closing .af school in May' and- June

.pf 1971.

Independeut Evaluation of Reading Achievement
I took for granted from the outset .that an independent evaluation

of reading achievement would have to be made. The alternative was
to accept, in most cases; results on tests that the schools had adminis-
tered themselves. Althclogh it is customary in pnblic education to
do'just thatto allow schools and schnol systems to evaluate them-

selvesit is obviously unreliable and unsatisfactory. Most teachers
and administrators try to administer standardized tests .honestly
their pupils. But without any auditing proCedure, the temptations are

very great, not only for teachers and administrators, but. for publishers

and Others With an interest in the outcome. The greater the pressure
for resultsand the pressure is increasing, with the current trend
toward greater "accountability"the less reliable self-jvaluatiOn

becOmes:
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The existence of "irregularities" with respect to achievementlesting
is common knowledge among school people but has come tO
public attention only recently, for, example in the case of certain
New York City public schools.1 Although most irregularities take

1,the form of coaching (excessive preparation) for the test, there are
more flagrant 'types of misbehavior, such as teaching the particular
words to appear on-. the test, practicing on the test itself,- changing
the answers before the tests are scored, giving pupils aid during the
test, alio wing additional time, and failing to test selected pupils who
are expected to do poorly. (I saw evidence or heard reliable reports
of all of these irregulaiities during my visits to the seven large cities.)
The question of coaching is a particularly difficult one because New
York and other school systems tell their personnel that it is perniissible
to prepare pupils for the tests by drilling them on similar material.
Particularly in the ,case of young children who have had little or no
experience with' such tests, some such preparation does seem justified
because otherwise children wh are experienced in test-taking will

have an advantage. Problems arise because different schools engage
in different amounts of such preparation.

My first plan was to administer a nationally standaidized test. I
rejected this because the tests are not entirely comparable and because
whatever test was used would tend to favor schools in cities that used
that particular test. Moreover, such a ,procedure would not have
avoided the differences in pupil preparation for the kind of test
involved, since all of the major nationally standardized reading
achievement tests for the lower.grades are similar in form. Accord-
ingly, I decided to use a test that none of the large cities used.

The test tentatively selected was the Basic Test of Reading Com- 4

prehension used by Professor S. Alan Cohen of Yeshiva University.2
°Since that test was unpublished and unavailable, to me, I decided
(with Professor Cohen's perLission) to make up a test based on the
same approach. Because I was interested in testing the ability of ppor
Children to read words that they already understood by ear, I devised
a_test_ entirely of words that I thought they so understood. I also
decided to use a test different in form from the nationally standardized
reading achievement tests. The test would then evaluate not their
breadth of aural vocabulary nor their ability to take tests of the
multiple-choice type,but their "mechanical" ability to read simple

1 See articles in The New York Times, April 3, 5, 7, 9, 1971.
2 See pages 67-69 of his Teach Them All To Read, Random frouse, 1969.
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Xmerican English. After drafting a test, I tried it out in the city of
Alexandria, Virginia, throUgh -the generals cooperation of its super-
intendent, Dr. John C. AlbOhni. Alexandria has -14 elementary
schools whose reading scores at third-grade level range from sub-
stantially above national norm to substantially below. I gave the test
to every present third-grade child ,in five schools: the two schools
with the lowest reading scores in the city, two schools with average
scores, and the school with the top scores. I also tested the fifth grade
in one of the lowest schools. in addition, I tested the vocabulary on
a number of individual childreri. This field testing allowed me to
refine the test and obtain scores which could be_equated with national

norm scores on' nationally standardized tests.
The resulting test contained 32 items and could be administered

-in ,15 minutes actual test time.' I pianned to give tlieJest myself so
as to make the administration as uniform as possible. (Further details
on the test .are given in Appendix 1.)

The School Visits
The 17 big-city schools in the project were visited between January

and June of 1971. With one exception, the school visits lasted two
or three days. (The one exception, a school that obviously did not
meet the inner-city criterion, was visited only one day.)

There were three purposes for visiting the schools. The first was
to check on whether the school mer the inner-city criterion. This

involved asking various questions. The second was to a.certain,
through administration of the test, whether the schoolmet the reading-
success criterion. The third was to determine the nature of the begin-
ning reading program and, in those cases where the school seemed

to meet bc,ch the inner-city and reading-success crite'rii, the factors
that seemed to account for the success. All third-grade classes were

tested as early as possible in the visit. The.only third-grade children
not tested were those absent.and those who could not speak English.

The test papers were hand-scored brme -as soon as possible so that
the results could affect the nature of the rest of the visit. Many
'primary-grade classrooms were observed during reading instruCtion.

Any remedial reading' programs for primary-grade children Were
observed. The principal, other administrators, teachers, and,readirg
specialists were interviewed. In -some cases other personnel, such aS

psychologists find teachers 'of' English as a second language, were
interviewed or observed,

12
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General Results
Six of the 17 schools ihat were visited and tested met the

inner-city criterion but n'ot the reading-success criterion. Seven of
the schools me the reading-success criterion but not the inner-city
criterion. Four met both criteria, in my opinion, beyond any doubt.
First, they were non-selective public schools in the central areas of
large cities that .werr attended by very poor children. Second, at the
,third-grade level, their reading achievement medians equalled Or ex-
ceeded the national norm and the percentages of non-readers were
unusually low for such schools. These schoels were P.S. 11 in Man-
hattan, the John H. Finley School (P.S. 129) in Manhattan, the
Woodland School in Kansas City, Missouri, and the Ann Street School
in Los Angeles, The next section describes in some detail these schools
and their successful beginning reading programs.

1?
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THE FOUR SUCCESSFUL SCHOOLS

N.,In the following descriptions of the four inner-city schools that
were found to be notably successful in teaching beginning rb2ding,
there will' be .no detailed discussion of their individual Ading 1,7
achievement scores. All four of them had achievements, far above
the typical inner-city school, and the differences amoeig them were
relatively slight. Accprdingly, they are listed in an arbitrary order:
first the two schools in Manhattan, arranged in numerical order, and
then, moving west, the school 4t Kansas City ,and the school in Los
Angeles. This arrangement does not, to -repeat, indicate any order
of quality; they are all outstanding in beginning reading in compari-

son to most inner-city schools. .

. To illustrate their general level of achivement; 1 have developed

the following table.
%IA Third
Grade Not Percentages of Third-Graders Tested

Tested (absent Receiving Various Grade-Equivalent
or non-English) , Scores

Non.
Reader . ° II' III

IV
& Up

0-5 0-5 3-10 3-10 72-92

10-20 10-20 10-20 10-20 30-50

7-14- 6-12 13-23. 16-21 42-46

I).
Ty.pical High-Income
Schools (estimated) 5-15 ... .......

Average-Income'Typical
Schools (estimated) 1 5-15
The Four SuCcessful I

Inner-City Schools
(actual) 12-20
Typical Inner-City ; 3

Schools (estimated) 5" 5.5-35 5-30 10-25 10-20 15-25

The thi"rd line shovs dip our successful schools. The first figure
shows the percentag of all tt4:1-graders that- were not tested, either
because they were ab6en - .because they did not speak English. The
remaining figures skow the distribution of the third-grade children
tested in teims of /their national norm reading grade equivalents.
Even though the "iiion-readers" may have known some individual
words, for all pradtical purposes they were unable to read. For
comparison with tese scores for the four successful schools, I have
estimated, on the Isis df iity testing in 18 other scfiools, comparable
figures for qpical 'liner-city schools, tipical average-income schools;



1

and typical high-income schools. The table shows that the achieve-
ment of the lour successful inner-city schools is approximately that
of typical average-incomp schools.

The,first column means that in the lour successful inner-city schools,

12 to 20 per cent of the third-graders enrolled were not tested. It is
estimated that typical inner-city schools would be in approximately
the same range. Typical average-income and high-income schools
would show a lower figure, partly because they have fa: fewer third-
graders who do not speak English, partly because their average
absence rate is.lower.

Turning to the reading achievement scores, the greatest vssible
differences, naturally, are in the two extreme achievement categories:
non-readers and fourth-grade-and-higher..In the four successful inner-
citypchools, 7 to 14 per cent of the third-graders tested were non-
reaaers. This issubstantially better' than the 25 to 35 per cent that
one would find in typical inner-city schools. It is approximately the

result one would find in typical average-income schools, if one makes

an adjustment for the.higher absence rate of the'successful- inner-city
schools. It is significantly poorer than what one would find in typical
high-income schools. On th& other extreme, in the four successful
inner-City schools 42 to 4.6 per cent of the third-graders tested scored
fourth grade or higher on' a national norm basis. This is substantially
better than the 15 to 25 per cent that one would find in typical
inner-city schools. It is roughly whnt one would find in typical
average-income schools (30-50%) , but far below what one would
find in typical high-income schools (72=92%). (For a comment on
why typical high-income schools have liigher achievemenx in begin-
ning reading than even these successfurinner-city schools, see.Appen-

dix 2.)
With this understanding of just how well the four successful inner-

city schools did in beginning reading achievement, we will turbto
a description of the four successful schools and their programs.

P.S. 11, MANHATTAN
320 West 21st Street
New York, New York 10011
Murray A. Goldberg, Principal

Manhattan's P.S. 11 is In Ahelsea, fairly f.,Ir down on the island's
west. side. Th, school area is bounded by 16th Street on the south,

26th Street dn the north, the Hudson River on the west, and Fifth
Avenue on the east. The school itself, on 21st Street between Eighth

Tr 12
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and Ninth Avenues, is an old building on a treeless lot among tene-

ments, shops, and housing deirelopments. The building, constructed in
1925; had a million-dollar renovation iv 1963 which improved the
interior, particularly the classrooms, but Ieft it with black-floved,
dark corridors and 'old steel staircases. ,

There are 750 pupils in pre-kindergarten through fifth grade. Ten
years ago the school had 1,200, but widespread demolition and urban
renewal led to. a lower enrollment. With available space, P.S. 11
became one of the More Effective'Schools five years ago. The More
Effective Schools program, boosted by the American Federation of
Teachers and initiated by its New York affiliate, has smaller classes
as its key feature. Accordingly, to be .chosen for the program, a
school had to have the space to reorganize itA pupils into a kreater
number of classes. Instead of the pupil-teacher ratio of 31:1 in the
majoyity of New York's elementary schools or the 28:1 in the Special
Service schools, MES schools have a ratio of 22:1. Last spring P.S.

/. 11 had 120 pupils enrolled in its third grade. Of these, 112 were in
five regular classes (a ratio of 22.4:1) and eight were in a "junior
guidance" (disciplinafy). class. Counting all six classes, die ratio was
20.0:1, `.

In addition to the smaller classes, the MES program provides the
school with supplementary 'cluster_ teachers" (a fourth teacher for
every three classes), more supervisory and auxiliary personnel (for
example, three assistant principals), and pre-kindergartens. The MES
program requires heterogeneous grouping. The cluster tiachers visit
each of their three classes for one-and-a-half hours a day. In the
primary grades, thfs is usually during the reading period. The cluster

4 teacher sometimes instructs the whole class, somet"ines takes part of
the class while the regulat teacher takes the other.
, The limited number of MES schools in New, York City were chosen

primaril o
thclass siz Of e 27 MES schools, 24 i.are h disadvantaged areas

J n the basis of their having enough space for the,smaller

and would be in the Special Service category if they were not MES.
P.S. 11 is such a school. Eighty per cent of its pupils qualify for free
lunch. Twenty per cent enter school not knowing English, and
30 per cent more ienter knowing English from Spanish-speaking
honies. In total, about half of the pupils are Puerto Rican, 17 per
cent are black, 'and the remaining third are "other." Ahnost all
are very 'poor.

P.S. 11 is a clean and orderly and business-like school. The atmos-
/ phere is purposeful and optimistic. Mr. Goldberg, who has been
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principal for 14 years, runs a "tight ship." He seems to know and J
care about everything that goes on in the school. His office is very
well organized, and facts and figures are, if not in his head, usually

, within his arm's reach.
P.S. 11 has no single reading program. Eight or nine .sets of

reading materials are available in the school. The teachers have wide
latitude in choosing among these and in ordering new materials,
although purchases must be approved by the assistant principal re-
sponsible for the particular grade. Among the materials I saw being
used in the primary grades were the Scott, Foresman basals, the Bank
Street readers, the We Are Bktek series by Science Research Asso-
ciates, SRA's reading, laboratory, the Scholastic Library of paper-
backs, the McCormickNathers phonics workbooks, Phonics We Use
(published by Lyons and Carnahan) , Standard Test Lessons in
Reading by McCall and Ciabbs (published by Teacher's College), and
various games and teacher-made materials. In addition, there was a
large quantity and variety, of storybooks. Every claSsroom had its
own library of these, and in addition a large school library seemed
to be extensively used. Children could take books home for a week
at a time.

There is a strong emphasis on reading without its taking over the
whole primary-grade curriculum. From one-and-a-half to two hours
a day are spent in reading instruction in the regular classes. About
20 per cent of the children in grades three, four, and five (the ones
who are doing poorest in reading) spend an additional hoUr and a.`
half a week (two 45-minute sessions) with a specialized reading
teacher, who takes them in groups of ahout six. She uses a large
variety of phonics materials not used in the regular classrooms. Her
work, and the classroom teachers' as well, focuses on individualization.
The reading specialist's individualization is formal, starting out with
a careful diagnosis of where the pupil is; the classroom teachers'
indiviaualization is informal but nevertheless biings to bear an atti-

;
tude that different children are at various stages of learning to read
and have to be treated differently. This individualization is encouraged

1

1

by the heterogeneous nature of the classes. The Le...terogeneous assign-

ment is done very carefully and consciously in P.S. 11. For example,
at the end of the second grade, all pupils are ranked by teachers in
t9rms of reading achievement. Then the children are assigned to third-
grade classes by random distribution of each Of the various achieve-

ment groups. 7.
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Although the school does not use in the regular classrooms any
basal series with a strong phonics approach, there are many phonics
workbooks and supplemental materials in use. Mucb of the teaching

and teacher-made materials center around phonics. This emphasis
dates from the principal's reading, three years ago, of -the book by

Jeanne Chaff (Learning to Read: The Great Debate). The book made

a profound impression on him, he says, and he called his teachers

together to urge them to use more phonics. Before that, time, the

feeling in the school was somewhat anti-phonics, to the point where

some teachers felt that they had to "bootleg7 the use of phonics.

In line with the MES guidelines, there are no special classes 'for

children from Spanish-speaking homes. In fact, there is a conscious
effort to.- mix such children into all classes. There is a "bilingual
teacher" who conducts an orientation program.for Spanish-speaking
children and their parents. But she does not teach English.

There are four "junior guidance" classes in the school. Such classes

have existed in the New York City schools for about ten years. They
are made up of pupils who are disruptive in the regular classrooms.

At P.S. 11, the four junior guidance classes are at the second-, third-,

fourth- and fifth-grade levels. Children are assigned to them, with
parental approval, on the principal's decision, which is based on.the
recommendations of counselors and classroom teacher s. The policy is

to keep them no more than two years before they are returned to the
regular classrooms, and many return sooner. The eight boys,in the
third-grade group were a mixture of those who "acted out" and those
who were withdrawn. Their reading attainment ranged from low to
high. Their teacher was a man.

Homework is given at all levels at P.S. 11. The amount daries, and
the teachers have considerable latitude in its assignment, but the
policy of giving it is built into the school program.

P.S. 11, being an MES schooi, has unusually small classes. It has
also had extra personnel and pre-kindergarten for five years, which
would mean that the third-graders tested had full benefit, in most
cases, of these advantages. But there is more to P.S. 11's success
in beginning reading than those factors. If there were not, all dis-
advantaged MES schools would be equally successfuland most of
them are not. At P.S. 11 there is the order and purpose of a well-run
school. High expectations and concern for every pupil are roffected

in many things, including the atmosphere of individualization. Most
of all, there is an obvious emphasis on early reading achievement and
the importance given to phonics instruction.
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JOHN H. FINLEY SCHOOL (P.S. 129), MANHATTAN
425 West 130th Street
New York, New York 10027 -

Mrs. Martha Froelich, Principal
The John H. Finley School, built in 1957, is at 130th Street and

COnvent Avenue in northwest Harlem, several blocks south of City
College, with which it is affiliated in a demonstration, research, and
teacher education program. Most new teachers at the school come
from City College. The district, made uP of tenements and hous:ng
projects, is bounded by 125th Street on the south and southwest, 131st
Street on the north, Broadway on the jorthwest, And St. Nicholas
Terrace on the east:

There are 980 pupils in kindergarten through sixth grade: Finley
is a Special Service School, one of about 40 per cent of the New York
City elementary ''schools so categorized because they serve disadvan-

taged children. At Finley, the poverty of the children is evidenced
by the fact that almost all of them qualify for free lunch. Seventy
per cent of the children are black, about 30 per cent Spanish-
speaking. Being a Special Service School, its pupil-teaoher ratio is
supposed to be no higher dian 28:1. Last spring Finley had 133
pupils in five third-grade classes for a ratio of 26.6:1.

The school is orderly and has,a confident and optimistic eir. Mrs.
Froelich, who has been principal for 11 years, is a no-nonsense
leader who is also friendly and kind. Often out in the halls and deal-
ing with individual children, .she seems to be always available to
children, teachers, patents, and others on school business.

The.reading program through the second grade is well planned,
uniform, and highly structured. It was 'started in 1962.1 There is
no formal reading program in the kindergarten, but there is a formal

program involving the -acquisition of fundamental knowledge and
corcepts. A checklist of 21 items is used. Some of the items are
"writes first name," "knows colors," "counts to ten," and "under-
stands concept more/less." When the children enter in September,
each child is checked against the list and a record made. During

r the year deficiencies are made up.
During the first half of the first grade, there is n6 achivvement

grouping. Reading time is devoted to work charts and experience.

1.For an earlier account bf the reading program by per-sons connected with
the school, see "Success for Disadiapspged Children," by Martha Froelich,
Florence Kaiden Blitzer chid Judig, J. Greenberg,' The Reading Teacher,
October 1967. \
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stories. Work charts of various kinds are posted around the room
to indicate the children's chores and class activities. These are read
aloud during the day. The experience stories are made up from the .
children's talk. They are rexographed, and each child builds his own
reader by pasting them in a hard-covered notebook. On the pages
with the experience stories are homework, which begins the very
first day of first grade -(and continues on an every-night basiS), and
word patterns to teach what Mrs. Froelich calls "intrinsic phonics."
Here, are two examples of such patterns: -

sn eat
snake eat
snail beat
snack heat

meat
seat

wheat
At the beginning of the secoml half, of the first, grade, children

are grouped by reading attainment. This is done by a reading
coordinator as part of a systematic', program of reading evalua-
tion. The reading coordinator tests every, . child once a morth

,

during,the first grade and every six weeks during the second grade
by means of a modified Harris Test. This test consists oi eight
graded lists of ten words each. All testing is done on an individual
basis by- the reading coOrdinator, and the W o rd s are not known to the
classroom teachers. The child read's the words aloud, sthrting with
the easiest list. The child is placed at the level where he first fails
to read more than four words out of the list of ten. (The test is also
used to place new children coming into the school.) Administration
of the test takes less than ten minutes per child.

During the second half of the first 'grade the children read for a
half-hour per day in homogeneous groups determined by this place-
mept. For this half-hour children go to anOther classroom, if
necessary, to join their assigned groups. They read various basals
with the teacher in an orthodox instructional situation. An unusual
aspect of the reading program is their independent reading. Finley
has organized a large number of storybooks and textbooks from pre:
primers through second-grade level and higher into a sequence of
difficulty that has been determined by the school's own experience.
A book niay be lower or higher on the school list than the publisher's
designation. Th ere are 14 books on the first pre-primer level, ten
on the second pre-primer th 17 on the third pre-primer level, seven
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on the primer lc vel, ana so forth. Each child reads these books at

his own pace. After finishing each 'book, be completes a worksheet

of questions on it. He may not read all the books at one devel before

he goes on to the next, but a prodigious amount of,reading is done.

Roughly the same procedure is followed in the second grade. But

at the beginning,of the year, the children are assigned to classes on

the basis of their progress in reading? The book reading continues,

but on a class basis rather than on an individual basis. Again, the

number of books covered is very large, in sharp contrast with the

'tyRcal second-gra& class elsewhere, which is kept to a single basal

and possibly a supplemental book or two. The pace is suggested by

the fact that one second-grade class I observed was asked to read

an entire short-storybook and study all the new words ior a single

night's homework. In the second grade, phonics is covered by the

Phonics We Use workbooks, published by Lyons and Carnahan.

Going into the third grade, the children are again grouped on the__

basis of their progress in reading. The third-grade classes this past

year were using a variety of commercially published and teacher-made

materials. Many trade books were involved in individual work.

For children whose native language is Spanish, there, is a bilingual

teacher who works with one, two or three, pupils at a time, three

times a week. She had a total of 29 children-last spring.

Five features of the reading program stand out: all of the pupils

are started out in the same way in heterogeneous classes in the first

half of the first grade; individualization and grouping on the basis'

of reading progress begins in the second half of the first grade;

carefuVand frequent evaluation is done by someone outside the

classsroom; a very large quantity and v4riety of materials is used;

and phonics, both implicit and-explicit, is taught in the first two

grades. This planned, precise reading program benefits from a

general 'scho'of atmosphere that includes high expectations, a concern

for every child, and.considerable home involvement thrcc'ih home-

work and school-home communications.

WOODLAND SCHOOL
711 Woodland Avenue
Kansas City, Missouri 64106
Don Jos lin, Principal,

Woodland School ip a couple of miles northeast. of the center of

Kansas City in a black district. Built in 1921, it sits on a large

lot in the middle of an urban renewal area, a lot that' includes a
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playground, outbuildings, and a parking area. Nearby are small
houses and a large, high-rise housing project.

There are about 650 pupils in kindergarten inrough seventh grade.

Before urban renewal demolished so Jthany buildings there had been
'1,200 pupils. Ninety-nine per centrof the children are black; almost

all of them are very poor. About 90 per cent get free or largely
. -

free lunch.
Last school year (1970-71) was the second year as principal -for

Don Joslin. Previously he had been principal of another Title I
school. Mr. Joslin believes in the power of cobperation, and he often

deals with pupils in terms of asking thernfor "help."
Classes are relatively large. Last spring-leach of the three regular

third-grade classes (one was a combined class of third- and fourth-
graders) had 29 pupils. A special education class for second- and
third-graders had 14. Including that Class, the pupil-teacher ratio
for the third grade was 25.3:1.

Woodland School is part of a multi-school program, Project Uplift.

The driving force behind this project is a black man, Robert R.
Wheeler, area superintendent for the DivisiOn of Urban Education.

Mr. Wheeler served witn the Kansas City schools before he went to
Oakland, California, for three years. When he returned to Kansas
City in 1966, he was determined to improve the.reading achievement

of children in tne inner city. "We, began," he has said, "with the

fundamental belief that inner-oity pupils- can learn as well as other
pupils; provided the priorities are sensible, the effort intense, and the
instructional approaches ratinnal in terms of the needs of the learners.

We have not acceptea the myth that environmental factors develop

unalterable learning depression. 'We believe that so-called negative
environmental factors can be overcome with sensitive and responsive
teaching." And so, in the fall of 1968, When the educational estab-

lishment was contending that slum children were permanently dis-
advantaged and, in Mr. Wheeler's vv.:A-dB, "needed more zoo trips or

didn't have enough oatmeal," he began a program that emphasized

beginning reading skills.
The progrSin included reading and speech specialists in each school,

teacher aides,.and a change from traditional whole-word "nasals to the

Sullivan Programmed Reading Series, published by McGraw-Hill.
In-service training of teachers was -crucial because staff expectations

about pupil potential had to. he raised. As Mr. Wheeler put it, "The
staff has to believe the pupils can and will learn before they can
Convince the students that they are not doomed to fail."
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Project Uplift involves 11 elementary' schools. I visited only ono,
but I, was told that several other project schools had results at least
as good in beginning reading. Although I will describe the beginning
reading program at Woodland, that program can be understood only
in terms of the spirit and objectives of the whole project.

The heali of the beginning reading program at Woodland is the
Sullivan readers; These are the McGraw-Hill version (a similar
Sulyvan series is also published by Behavioral Research Labora-
tories). This series is "programmed"; that is, it is designed for use
by the pupil working by himself. It consists of 21 paperhound, graded
booklets, nominally intended for the first three grades. The first seven
booklets are at first-grade- level, the second seven at second-grade
level, the last seven at third-grade level. But of course they can, and
should, be used on an individUalized basis. Each. child begins with
the first book and proceeds as fast or as slowly as he maste rs the
material. Each page is divided into two sections. The larger one \
presents questions or problems in the form oi statements to be com-
pleted witli one answer or another. The smaller section lists the
correct answers. This section is covered by the child with a cardboard
"slider," which is moved down Xo reveal the answers one at a time.
Typically, the child works by himself awl has his 'work checked by
the teacher or someone else after every page. At the- end of each
book he takes a test on the whole book. A major problem 'with such
Young dhildren is to establish, and maintain a routine.of self-disCipline

so that the child actually works in the way that he is 'supposed to.
Obviously children could cheat by working from the answers to the
questions. I have been in schools where so much of this is done that
the program is ineffective'.

At Woodland the -program seemed to be implemented quite well.
There was-very little cheating or racing to see who could finish his
book first. Eyery primary-grade class had a full-time teacher aide
who, of course, helped with the Sullivan work. There was a con-
siderable spread within classes with respect to which books the
children were reading, a situation which testified to the individualiza-
tion of the program. From one-and-a-half to two houra per day were
devoted to working with the books. From 20 to 30 minutes per
day were used for group instruction on decoding skills. If a -child
did not finish Bdok 21 by the time he completed third grade, he con-
tinued with the series into the fourth grade and even into the fifth,
if necessary, until he ,finished. Within grades, classes were roughly
grouped by reading attainment. The Sullivan prograni began ti,n
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1968-69, and so the third giade this past spring was the firSt third

grade at the school to have begun the program in the first grade.

The Sullivan program has built into it a regular procedure of

individual evaluation, the page and end-of-book checks. Even if ,this

is implemented with only moderate competence, the resulting reading

evaluation system is far superior to that typically carried out jn the

primary classes of out public schools.

Woodland, like other Project Uplift schools, has a full-time "speech

improvement" teacher. She spends 20 to 25 minutes twice a week in

each .of the classes from kindergarten through fourth grade. She

use; a variety of techniques, including children's plays and oral

reports to class, to improve pupils' verbal facility so that youngstera .

can move from.the neighborhood dialect to the English used jn the

classroom.
The school has two full-time reading specialists, one of whom is

assigned to kindergarten through grade three, the other to grades
four through seven. These specialists do not teach the children out-

side of the Classroom. Their duties inOlude in-service work with dr
classroom teachers, demonstrations .in the clasSroom, and general
monitoring of the reading program.

The school has a library which Children visit regularly once a

week. They may borrow books to take back to use in the classroom,

but they may not take books home.
Woodland has a state-aided prograni of special education. There

are three cragses: one for second and third grades, one for fourth and

fifth, and orie for sixth and seventh. Assignrneril to the classes is

made on the basis ,of a Stanfoid-Benet score of 79 LQ. or lower.

Children are assigned to ,the classes for three years at a time and
cannot he retested for possible reassignment to regular classes during

thateriod. Last spring 12 third-graders were assigned to the special

education class. Although the children had worked in the Sullivan
series when they were in the regular classes, in the special education
class they used a whole-word basal series. Out of the ten tested

third-graders who were non-readers, seven were in the special edu-

cation class. .

The most important factois in Woodland's success in beginning
reading instruction are the high expectations and the use of the
McGraw-Hill Sullivan program. The considerable time devoted to

reading is another factor. The reading and speech specialists and

the teacher aideg rotind out the picture. The speeial education classes

are prcbably, on balance, a negative factor: While speciM education
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classes can benefit both the children assigned to them and the regular
classes from which they come, the Woodland program does not seem
to do so.

ANN STREET SCHOOL
126 East BlOom Street
Los Angeles, California 90012
Mrs. Joyce D. Zikas, Principal

Ann Street School is in a very low-Income area in, the center of
Los kngeles, about ten blocks northeast of City Hall. The school
building, erected about 1955, and its playground occupy a small block
entirely surrounded by a housing project. ,

There are 406 pupils in kindergarten through sixth grade: ._:Sixty-
two per cent of the children are Mexican-American; 38 per cent, are
black: All of the pupils live in the William Mead Homes, a hoii9ing
project of two- and three-story buildings where rent is as low as
129 Per month. Out of 435 elementary schools in the Los Angeles
school system, only 55 are Title I. Ann Street is one of these. All
of the children are eligible for both free breakfast and free lunch.
During the past year, from one-quarter to one-half -of the pupils took
free breakfast;\ all took free lunch.

Mrs. Zikas came to the school as Principal four years ago. Her
first problem, as she saw it, was to establish order- in the building
and ,to create a= level of discipline that would facilitate learning.
Having accomplished that, she turned' to the curriculum.

Classes ate relatively Amall. The nominal puPil-teacher ratio is
24:1. The school has a non-graded primary organization covering
grades one through three. Of the ten primary classes last spring,
three were composed entirely of pupils in their first-year after kinder-
garten (K-plus-1), two were mixtures of K-pfus-11 and K-plus- , one
was K-plus-2, one was a mixture -of K-plus-2 ana K-plus-3, yne was
K-plus-3, and two were mixtures of K-plus-3 and K-plus-4. /4 child
may take three or four years to complete the primary-grade Program.

'Fhe primary cksses operate on a "divided day." Half the children
in a class come to school from nine o'clock to two 'o'clock; the other
half come from tan to three. This allows two hours a day (from 'nine
to ten and two to three) in which only half the class is present. It
is these two hours that are used for the chief reacling instruction.

Beginning with the year 1969-70, no report cards have been given
to primary-grade children. Instead, parent conferences are held three
times a Year. The idea at the _time that this procedure was .decided
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ulion was that the hildren were doing so poorly, that honest grades
would discourage b th themcand their parents. Now that achievement

ihas risen, report
a class more than one year. Last

c 'Ids may be reinstituted.
In some cases te ehers stay wi

,

spring one teacher as teaching the same class for the third straight
th

I I

year; from kinderg rten through."second grade."
The school has t ' o classes for mentally retarded children of 15

Ipupils each. The c ddren must be eight years old and test below
80 I.Q. 'on a StanfO d-Benet or Wechsler individual intelligence test.

There are also tw "opliortunity classes" for disciplinarY problems.

Most of these childre are in the u er rades. The class for fourth-,rb PP g
fifth-, and sixth-grade has 15 pupils. The primary class has six pupils.

A student council is very active. An unusual feature is a series of
school-wide "commissioner's" in addition to the councilmen who
represent the various grades. Many of the 17 commissioners are for
non-academie- maulers such as safety, but there are several commis=

sioners in the academic fields, including 'handwriting, mathematics,
and reading. The student Commissioner nf, Reading Improvement
makes regular reports on reading progress to the weekly student
council assembly. At the same meeting, she may well ask skill clues-

,
tions of the student audience. There is also a student School Im-
provement Committee that deics with schoo'l discipline.

The reading program at the primary -16-vel congists largely of

the McGraw-Hill Sullivan series. Since this series has been de-
scribed above in connection With its use at Woodland Schoed in
Kansas City, it will not be described again here. At Ann Street the
Sullivan program wa§ begun in November 1969 in the whole primary
bloc. After the Sullivan pre-reading program, the pupils enter the.

t
21-booklet series., Nominally 'Books 1 through 16 are covered in the
primary grades, and Books 17 through 21 are used in the fourth
grade and later' as supplement, ary reading. But in ISractice the series

is used, as it was intended, on an individualized basis, and this past

spring some "third-graders" had progressed as .....i.r as Book 19' and

some were as far back as Book 4. The children can take the Sullivan

books home if they wish. .

Each primary class has either two teachers or a toacher and an

aide. With:the divided-day_ttrrangement described above, the child-
adult ratio during the Sullivan instruction can be quite low.

In addition to the Sullivan series, a variety of other materials is
, used in the later primary period. Chief of these is the Science
/Research Associates reading laboratory, which is typically begun by
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the child when he reaches Book 10 of Sullivan. Other materials being
used this past spring included -Speech-to-Print, Phonics, Open High-
waj,s (published by Scott, Foresthan), storybooks" and library books.

Theie is a full-time reading specialist provided by the state's Miller-
Unruh Act. Until this past year, there were two. The specialist (Mrs.

orothy A. Bruinbaugh) works with the primary groupy both

n the regular classroom and with the teachers. There is no pupil
instruction outside' of the classroom. The reading specialist has
developed two diagnostic tests"that are related to the Sullivan series,
one for Books 1-7, the other for Books 8-14. These group tests are
administered three times a year. The results of the tests, in the form
of a chart showing the skills that each child has mastered, are posted
in the classrooms.

Beginning in December 1970, the school has had a teadher .who
teaches English aS a 'second language. She works with pupils in

-

groups of 8 th 15 and has. 49 pupils in all. A bilingual teacher who
teaches in both English and Spanish, she-meets with each group for
45 minutes every day, at a time when the 'children would be studying
a subject other than reading in their regular classrooins. The
children are grouped, whatever their- age; according `toNheir pro-

,
ficiency in English.

The school consciously instructs its puiiils in the mechanics of test-
takng. It tests the children frequently, usihg n variety of tests. '4

There are many factors; as one can see, thai-might account for the
success in begihning reading at Ann Street. Chief among these, in
my opinion, are the Sullivan ',series, the excellent and imaginative
work of the reading specialist, the anthitious efforts of the prMcipcl,
and the stress that is placed On reading achievement.

. 2
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CONCLUSIONS

The hypothesis of this research project was proven. At least four
inner-city public schools exist in the United States where reading
achievement in the early grades is far higher than in most inner-city

schools. Specifically, the four schools described in the preceding
section are all non-selective public schools in the central areas of
large cities andare attended by very poor children. Further, during
the second half of the school year 1970-71 all four schools had reading
achievement medians in third grade which equalled or exceeded the
national norm and a percentage of non-readers unusually low for

such schools.
The four successful schools, it should be noted, are not perfect

schools, even with ithpect to their beginning reading prograzns. But
diey merit attention and commendation because they are doi g some-
thing that very few-inner-city schools do: teaching beginnii reading

. Success Factérs
Now that we have found four inner-city schools that teach begin-

ning reading well, the inevitable_question arises: How do they do it?
What are their secreti of success? It is not easy to be Sure of,..the

answer because schools are very complex institutions. The mere fact
at a successful school is doing something different from unsuccessful

schools does not mean that the different practice is the cause of
success. The matter is made more complicated because successful
schools always seem to do many things differently. Which of these
different practices are responsible for the higher pupil achievement?
_It is, of course, impossible to be certain, but it seems reasonable to
assume that when all 'our successful schools are following a practice
not usually found in unsuccessful inner-city schools, that practice has

something to do -with their success. It seems reasonable, also, to
conclude...that different practides that exist in some of the successful
schools, but not in others, are not essential to success. I will use _this

approach in trying t6 account for the' success of the four inner-city
schools in teaching beginning reading.

- There seem to be tight facrors that are coiamon to the four success-

ful schOols that are usually 'hot present in unsuccessful inner-city
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schools. These arenot, of course, in the order of their importance
strong leadership, high expectations, good atmosphere, strong em-
phasis on reading, additional reading personnel, use of phonics,
individualization, and careful evaluation of pupil progress.

Strong leadership is not surprising. But it was striking that all four
schools .have clearly identifiable individuals who would be regarded
as outstanding leaders by most' people who are knowledgeable about
our public schools. In three cases, these individuals are principals:
Mr. Goldberg at P.S. II, Mrs. Froelich at the John H. Finley School,,
and Mrs. Zikas at ,the Ann Street School. In the fourth case, the
leader is Mr. Wheeler, the area superintendent responsible for Wood-
land and ten other schools in Kansas City. (Mr. Joslin, the principal
at Woodland, appears to be an effective administrator, but he did not
supply the initiative for the reading program.) in all four instances,
these persons have not only been the leaders of the over-all school
activity but have specificallY led the beginning reading program.
A new reading program, if it is to succeed, has to be inaugurated
with conscious purpo,se- but also has to be followed up to see that it
keeps on a productive course.

All four schools have had high expectations with regard to the
potential achievements of their inner-city children. Understandably,
this is a prerequisite to success; if these schools had believed that
their pupils could achieve no better in reading than inner-city children
usually do, they would hardly have worked so hard for better. per-
formance. But high hopes are only a necessary, not a sufficient,
condition for success. As important as the level of aspiration is, if
that were all there were to it,tamany mole schools would succeed in

these days of condern for the§nner-city child.
The good atmosphere of these schools is hard to describe. And

yet it is difficult to escape the conviction that the order, sense of
purpose, relative quiet, and pleasure in learning of these schools play
a role in their achievements. Disorder, noise, tension, and confusion
are found in inany inner-city schools at the elementary lezel. I have
been in schools where such conditions prevail, but, over-all, the four
successful- schools were quite different. -

It may go without saying that these schools place a strong emphasis
on reading. And.yet in these days of television, of many new media
in the schools, and of a widespread interest in_the "affective" side
of learning, in many inner-city schools reading seems to be only one
subject of many. 'While these four successful schools do not, of
course, concentrate all their attention on reading, tiny do recognize



that reading is the first concern of the primary grades. This strong
emphasis on reading is reflected in inany ways.

All four schools have additional reading personnel. All,fotir schools
have reading specialists working with the primary grades. In addi-
tion, P.S. 11 has the extra number of ilegular teachers to allow for the
small class size and "cluster teachers" (a fourth teacher for every
three classes) whq serve primarily as reading teachers; Woodland has
a full-time .teacher aide for each class and a speech specialist; and
the Ann Street School has a second teacher or a teacher aide for each
primary class. These additional personnel serve two functions. -The
specialists bring expertise and concentration to the reading program.
The other personnel,,allow the pupil-adult ratio to be reduced during
reading instruction. This approach is probably more effective than
using the same amount of money to reduce class size, a matter that
is discussed below.

The use of phonics is important. By this time, more than three
years after the publication of Jeanne Chall's book, Learning to Read:
The Great Debate, there is a widespread recognition of the superiority
of the phonics, or decoding, approach. But recognition and implemen-
tation are tivo different things. Many teachers are not sufficiently
knowledgeable about phonics to teach it, and it requires particularly
knowledgeable teachers to use the phonics approach with materials
that do not have the phonics built in. Of the four schools, two use
the Sullivan program, which does have the phonics approach built in.
The other two schools use non-phonics readers as their basic books,
but have supplemented them with extensive phonics materials. All
four schools are using phonics to a much greater degree than niost
inner-city schools.

The seventh success factor is individualization. By this I do not
mean, necessarily, individualization in the narrow sense of having
each child work at a different level. I mean that there is a concern for
each child's progress and a willingness to modify a child's work as-
signments, if necessary, to take accountof his stage of learning to read
and his particular learni,ng problems. The Sullivan program, used
by two of the four schools, allows and even encourages individualiza-
tion. In the other two schools, individualization is achieved by other
rnethods. At P.S. 11, the great variety of materials -and the extensiwt
use of library books facilitate individualization. At the John H.
Finley School, the whole system eialuation, assignment, and use
t-c the large list of reading boo"t- is involved. At all four schools, indi-
viinalizatiori is, of courSe, partly a matter of attitude ant: ,pproach.
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The last factor that seems tO account for these schools' suécess is

careful evaluation of pupil progress. Here again, the Sullivan pro-

gram, if properly implemented, has this evaluation built in. Each
child's work is checked after each page or two and again after the

end of each book. In addition the Ann Street School has the excellent

diagnostic tests developed by the school reading specialist. At P.S. 11,

the heterogeneous grouping of the classes requires careful evaluation

in connection with individualization and annual assignment. At the
John H. Finley School, a frequent evaluation of pupil progress is
made by the reading coordinator by means of the modified Harris

Test. In addition, there is evaluation 'by means of checking on each

book read and evaluation for the purpose of achievement grouping

for second- and third-grade classes:
In addition to these success factors, a word should be said about

the age of these successful beginning reading programs. In no case

was the success achieved in a year, or even in two years. This fact

should serve as a warning to schools who hope to do the job in a year.

In the case of P.S. 11, the approximate age of the beginning reading

program in its present. form is three years. At John H. Finley, it is

nine years! At WoOdland, it is three years. At the Ann Street School,

the Sullivan program has been used only two years, but many of the

features of the beginning reading program date back four years, to
the time when the principal came to the school.

Non-essential Characteristics
Thrning from, success factors, let us look at some characteristics

often thought important to improved achievement in beginning read-

ing that are not common to these four successful schools. Same of

these characteristics may, indeed, be important to the success of one

or more of the four schools, hut they apparently are not essential to

success or it is reasonable to assuine that they would be present in

all. four.
First is small class size. P.S. 11 is the only one of the four schools

that has unusually small classes, about 22. Ann Street averages about

24, John H. Finley alout 27, and Woodland a relatively high 29.

School systems often spend large suins of money to reduce Class size,

even by such small numhers as two or three pupils. This study
strongly suggests that such sums, if spent at all, could be better used

in other ways. One of the obvioug alternatives 4, additional personnel,

described above as one of the "success factors."
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Second is achievement grouping. Although achievement grouping
or grouping by presumed ability may facilitate success in beginning
reading instruction,_if it were necessary to such success it would lie
hard to account. for the success at P.S. 11, where under the MES
program there is an extensive effort to make all classes heterogeneous..
The other three schools use some kind of homogeneous grouping.

Third is the quality of teaching. No one writing about the schools
can ignore-the importance of good teachers. Naturally any program
is better by virtue of its being implemented by good teachers. The
better the teachers, the bett-t,he chances of success. But the relevant
point here is thati_not one of the four schools had, in the primary
grades, a group of teachers all of whom were outstanding. The
teachers seemed to be; on the whole, above average in competence
but not strikingly so. This is an important point because outstanding
teachers can teach beginning reading successfully with any materials
and under a wide range of conditions. At the other extreme, poor
teachers will fail with the best materials and procedures. The four suc-
cessful schools probably were somewhat favored by the quality of their
teaching, but some mediocre and even poor teaching was observed.

Fourth is the etlmic backgronnd of the principals and teachers.
Today there is considerable attention Lieing paid to the ethnic identi-
fication of school personnel. Some community groups are trying to
secure teachers and principals, of the same ethnic group (black,
Mexican-American, etc.) as the .majority of the pupils in the school.,
Although it cannot be denied that in some cases this effort may be
of educational value, it is interesting to note that the leaders of these
four schools were, in all but one case, not members of the ethnic group
'predominant in the school's pupil population. The one exception was
Mr. Wheeler in Kansas City, who is black. But there the principal
of Woodland, where almost all of the pupils are black, is a white man.
A similar observation can be made about the teachers: although some
of them belong to the same ethnic group as is :represented in the
school, many do not. This study would suggest that there are far
more important matteis than the ethnic liockground of the adminis-
trators and teachers in achieving st cess in beginning reading
instruction.

The fifth characteriatic is the existence of preschool educatio
Today it is often argued that early formal training is extremely
importanteven the keyto success in the education of inner-city
children. This study does. not support that argument. While the
successful third grade at P.S. 11 had had, for the most part, a pre-
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kindergarten experience, almost all children in the otherthre Schools
had not. Of courE.2, this is not to say that early training iv uld not
help inner-city children, merely that only a small minority of the
children in these four successful schools had hadtsuch training. .

A last characteristic worth noting has to do with physical facilities.
Not one of the foo.uz schools looked like A the ultra-modern hUild-

ings so lauded in some of the school magazines. In fact, two of
the buildings (P.S. 11 and Woodland) were noticeably old. And all

of the buildings were basically what is derisively .called by some
people "eggcraie" in natute. Without denying.that new buildings are
nice, this study suggests that many other =factors (some of which are .

far less costly) are much more important in achieving reading success

in the primary grades.

Summary
Reading achievement in the early grades in almost all inner-city.

schools is both relatively and "absolutely low. This_project has identi-
fied four notable exceptions. Their success shows that the failure in
beginning reading typical of inner-city schoSols is the fault not of the

children or their backgroundbut of thesschools. None of the sue-

cesses was achieved overnight; they 'required from three to nine

years. The factors that seem to account for the- success of the foui
schOols ,are strong leadership; high1 expectations, good atmosphere,.

. .strong emphasis on reading, additional reading personnel, use of
phonics, individualization, and careful evaluation of pupil progresS.

On the other hand. scoriae characteristics often thought of as important-

to school improvement were 'not essential to the sucCess of the four
schools: small class size, achievement grouping, high quality of teach-

. ing, school personnel of the same ethnic background as the pupils',
preschool eduvation, and outstanding physical facilities.
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Appendix I

THE TEST USED TO DETEIWINE
READING ABILITY

In order tb determine the reading ability of the third-grade children
in the inner-city scheols surveyed in this project, an original written
test was developed. The test was intentionally designed to be different
in form from the nationally standardized- reading tests used at this
level.' .There were several reasons for this. First, any test similar
to the nationally standardized tests would have- favored children who
had had more experience (thrmigh either test-taking or coaching)

, with such tests. Secondly, a test was desired that used a vocabulary
aanpletely or almost completely familiar by ear to third-grade chil-
dren a all backgrounds, particularly inner-city environments. Much
of the vocabulary used on nationally standardized tests is not familiar
to such -children? Thirdly, a test was desired that did not use the
multiple-choice format, since such a format might encourage 'guessing,
which is noi penalized in scoring the nationally standardized tests.

The approach used was that of the Basic Test of 'Reading Compre-
hension, an unpublished test by S. Alan Cohen and Robert Cloward
described on pages 67-69 of Teach Them All To .qead by S. Alan
Cohen (Random House, 1969) . After a draft was developed, it was
tested on 445 third-grade children Of different hackgrounds who
scored from illiterate to eighth-grade level on a nationally standard-
ized test, and on 31 very low fifth-graders. As part of this trial, many
of the individual words were checked for comprehension by having
a series of children try to read the words in isolation. Checks were
then made to assure that the children understood the meaning of the
words, whether or not they could read them. Inasmuch as the test
involved inevitably a "logic load," ails vv..7.s minimized by an item
analysis. The draffitems that were'missed most frequently by children
who had very high scores on the over-all test were assumed to be
missed, not because the children could not read and understand the

I Indeed, the tests are constructed on the assumption that 'breadth of listening
vocabulary ia an indicator of reiding skill. This-assumption is a valid one at

- junior-high, high-school, and college levels of reading skill, but not tit the
primary level. Its use puts most inner.city children and many other children
at a disadvantage.
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words but because the logie was too difficult. On this basis, 11

items in the draft test were dropped. An additional itc,n analyzis

was made to see if the items distinguished between poor readers,

average readers, and good readers. Using three such groups of third-

graderg made up on the basis of their scores on a nationally standard-

ized test, every one of the 32 items in the final version of the test was

confirmod for its validity. That is, in every case a higher percentage

of the good-reader group answered the item correctly than did. the

average-reader group, and a higher percentage of the average-reader

group than the poor-reader group.
The final version of the test was "easy" in three, senses: it was

constructed with -vocabulary familiar by ear to tile chilcrren; it had

a very low logic requirement; and the rneclranics of taking it were

simple. In every one of the ten inner:city schools surveyed,fat least

19 per cet4 of the third-grade children tested obtained perfect or

nearly perfect scores.
The test contained 32 items pf approXimately equal difficulty from

the' point of view of listening vocabulary and lOgic. The items wore

not. of eqnal difficulty from the point of view of reading skill-because

-some contained more words that required decoding skill, that is, words

infrequently or never taught as such in the beginning reading ma-

terials typically used. Examples of such words were dtme, dirty, and

Pepsi-Cola. The items were generally mixed in order of difficulty,

although several of the easiest questions were grouped at the

beginning.
Reproduced below are three examples from the final version of the

test. _Each contains, near the end, a word that does not befong in the

context. Although a perfectly good word in isolation, it doesn't fit.

In order to identify this word, the child usually has to be able to react

not only that word but many of the rest of the words in the item. The

child merely has to find the "wrong" word and strike it out.

3. Tonight Nancy is sick. She has a bad cold. Tomorrow she ,will stay in

bed and not green to school.
9. Jane went to the store to buy some sugar. The price was more money than

she had. She had to come back sweet to get some more.
14. Many boys like to play baseball. When they bat, they try very hard to

drink the ball and get to 'first base.

Fifteen minutes was allowed,.but speed was a minor factor. A

large majority of children who could read at third-grade level finished

the whole test in the allotted time.
The test was alWays administered by me personally in the children's

regular classroom, and every effort was made to make the administra-
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tion uniform. All directions were given orally. The children needed
nothing but the test paper and a pencil with an eraser. After the test
began, I moved about the room to be sure that all children understood
what they were to do. In the cases where there was doubt, 7,ccause a
child was doing nothing or markin5 consistently wrong answers, I
asked the child to read individual words from the test. In almost
all of these instances, the child could read so few words that he was,
in effect, a non-reader. Ln a very few cases,qhe child hal not under:
stood the directions correctly, and they were re-exAained until he
understood. All present third-graders in each school were tested
except.those who did not speak Eilglish.

The tests were scored to penalize guessing. There -o/c:re 32 items.
Correct items were scored 4. Incorrect items were scored minus. 1.
Items not done were scorecLO. (The full rarw of possible sbores was
128 to minus 32.) A child whose scot,: nti4, very well be due to
guessing was rated "non-reader." Technic:11:y, the cut-off on the high
side was approximately the chance median. The raw score equivalents
in terms of national norms Were as follows:

110 to 128 grade four and up
84 to 109 grade three
11.) to 83 grade two
10 to 39 grade one

32 to 9 non-reader
During the survey and the development of the test, it was given to

a total of 2,192 third-grade children in 22 different schools in eight
different cities. In addition, it was given to 86 second-grade children
and to 31 poor readers in fifth grade.
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Apppndix 2
BEGINNING READING ACHIEVEMENT

AND INCOME

As outlined on pages 11.-12JegInning reading achievemet at the
third-grade level in the four successful inner-city schools is approxi-

mately that of typical average-income schools. Such achievement,
while strikinly higher than that of most inner-city schools, is still

markedly lo4er.than that of typical high-income schools, which is

indicaVon of the importance of non-school factors in beginning -

reading.\\
,

These non-schookfarörs (factors over which the school has little

or no contiol) were not specifically studied in this project, but some

of them can be guessed at, in My-opinion, with conSiderable accuracy.

They include intelligence, motivation, learning at home, and oppor-

tunity to pradice at home. Naturally, these non-school factors do not

always favor individual high-income -children over individual inner-

city children, but it seems certain that they favoi theformer group
as a group over the latter group.

Higher average intelligence does not, in my opinion, have anything
to-di; with race or ethnic group. If one studied all-white schools by

income, group, one would find differences "in average intelligence.

While children of average intelfigepv and even moderately low in-

telligence can learn to read well, children of high intelligence usaally

learn reading faster. Since I compared achievement at a point in time

(third grade), the more intelligent children as a group will excel.

This is particularly true beCause most schools do not teach beginning

reading well. As a result, children in such schools must learn reading

on their own to a large extent by inferring the phonics principles that

are not taught or poorly taught. This circumstance puts an additional

premium on greater intelligence.
Secondly, the high-income children probably have greater motiva-

tion to read. Even very poor first-grade children almost always have

sufficient motivation to learn to read, in my' experience. But motiva-

tion is a relative matter, and well-to-do children More often coMe

from homes in which they see parents and older brothers and sisters

readhig daily. They are more likely, to learn that readipg can be

useful and enjoyable. \
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Thirdly, high-income children, as a group, learn more about reading
and reading-related skills at home. Parents and others in the home
are, as a rule, nR?:te able to teach reading to preschool and primary-
grade children and normally have more time to do so. Moreover,
they are less likely to feel that they Can't teach something as simple

as beginning readinp and are less likely to be convinced by the school

that it should be left entirely to the institution. Even if high-income
families do not teach reading as such, they generally give their small
children greater reading-related zikills (vocabulary, grammar, diction,

enunciation, general knowledge, and so forth).
Finally, in. most high-income honei, young children have more

opportunity to practice reading in the home. More reading materials

. are available and often physical conditions are mo-re conducive to
reading. =

In conclusion, non-school factors are important in beginning read-
ing (and, of \course, in other school subjects as Well). If all school
Were equally effective in teaching beginning reading, these non-sch
factors would determine achievement. But all schools are not equ lly
effective,, as this and many other studies show. Accordingly, sch ol
differences as well as non-school differences have a bearing on
achievement.
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The Council for Basic Education is a n4n-profiOax-exempt educa-
tional orgvization whose primary purpose is the stiengthening of the
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science, history, and foreign languages. The Council aims to unite all
persons who share its conviction that there is an intimate relationship
between a healthy democracy and the ideal of excellence 'in education.

CBE MEMBERSHIOS AND BULLETIN SUBSCRIPTIONS

CBE offers the following membership classes:

1. Regular Membership for $5.00.
2. Sustaining Membership for $10.00.
3. Contributing Membership for $100.00.
4. Patron Membership for $1000.00.

Members of all classes receive the Bulletin (issued monthly except
for July and Augiat), the Occasional Papers as they are issued, and
may, vote at annual and special meetings. Sustaining members will
receive a copy of the Council's most recently published book or one
from the backlist. Contributing and Patron Members receive all CBE
publications without charge..

Subscription to the Bulletin alone is available to anyone for $4.00

a yeai.
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